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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Analysis  of U.S.  press  coverage  of propaganda  indicates  that  the  term  propaganda  had  a
largely negative  connotation  in  the nineteenth  and  early  twentieth  century.  Propaganda’s
association  with  religious,  political,  and  grassroots  organizations  is  identified  and  discussed.
This analysis  concludes  that  Edward  Bernays’s  assertion  that  propaganda  was a  neutral  term
for  PR  practice  prior  to 1918  is  inaccurate.  Implications  for  PR  historiography  are  discussed.
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1. Introduction

Public relations history is subject to many misperceptions. One of the biggest misperceptions in U.S. PR history is the
nature of early public relations’ relationship with propaganda. The connection between this term is found in the early writings
of Edward Bernays (1928, 1952), the self-styled father of PR, who argued his invention of “counsel on public relations” was
a direct result of propaganda becoming associated with German communication practices in World War  I (p. 78). Prior to
World War  I, Bernays (1952) argued propaganda had a neutral meaning and was  used to refer to public relations practice.
He even said that during his early career he referred to himself professionally as a propagandist. This history of Bernays is
illustrative of a larger problematic narrative in public relations history. Many of the early writings of Bernays (1952, 1965)
have been accepted as the consensus history of early American public relations. This study attempts to reevaluate Bernays’s
history of early PR by examining the usage and meaning of the term propaganda in the United States popular press from
1770 to 1918.

Creating a more complete, accurate, and inclusive history of PR requires a reexamination of these old, inaccurate historical
narratives. This study seeks to examine the true meaning of the term propaganda in the United States popular press prior
to 1918. While promotions based on truth or falsehoods will likely be criticized, propaganda as a term is important to
explore because of its role in the current professional identity of public relations. Setting aside a discussion of the efficacy
of persuasion writ large and what constitutes propagandistic communication, this study looks to the term propaganda as
explained and historically situated by Bernays. This study analyzes the popular press’ use of the term propaganda from 1810
to 1918 to evaluate the accuracy of Bernay’s assertion that propaganda was  neutral term for promotion. This analysis shows
the term propaganda had a much more complex meaning than Bernays suggested and its relationship with public relations
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is more tangential than Bernays’s writings claim. These findings question Bernays’s history public relations and argues that
Bernaysian history of PR needs to be reevaluated.

2. Propaganda in current PR historiography

The received history of PR states that prior to World War  I, a crude and unethical version of public relations known as press
agentry existed within entertainment. During the turn of the twentieth century, businesses began to practice a more ethical
form of public relations that was separate from press agentry. During World War  I, the Committee for Public Informations
(CPI), better known as the Creel Committee, created a more sophisticated technique for public relations practice that used
psychological communication. After World War  I, Edward Bernays (1952), a member of CPI, invented the term “counsel
on public relations” and formalized public relations practice as a stand-alone profession (p. 78). Bernays claimed that he
invented this term and new profession because he saw a need for publicity in post-war America and because terms like
propaganda had become exclusively associated with Germany during World War  I. This neat history is commonly retold in
PR textbooks and has become an accepted fact even in some academic research (Hoy, Raaz, & Wehmeier, 2007; Lamme  &
Russell, 2010; Miller, 2000).

In his book Propaganda, Bernays (1928) spoke about the history of the term, arguing propaganda’s meaning had become
corrupted by use during World War  I. According to Bernays, propaganda as a term was  related to general promotions, similar
to the proselytizing of the Catholic faith by the de Propaganda Fide. In Propaganda, Bernays (1928) provided an etymology
of the term, arguing that propaganda messaging was a necessary function of organizations that wanted to make themselves
known to the public. Looking at various dictionary definitions of propaganda, Bernays (1928) cited an article from Scientific
American that said propaganda was a “perfectly wholesome word, of honest parentage, and with an honorable history”
(p. 22). From this analysis, Bernays (1928) called for a “new propaganda” that would use Freudian based communication
practices, specifically targeted messaging, to influence American society for consumer products (p. 22).

Bernays (1928) thought that propaganda was the victim of public misperception, particularly by newspaper editors. He
argued the meaning of the term propaganda had been corrupted over the years and that propaganda actually played an
important role in shaping public opinion. He saw his “new propaganda” as providing the public service of informing society
about important products and issues that would improve their lives (Bernays, 1928, pp. 30, 158). Bernays’ goal was to create
a new understanding of propaganda in terms of public relations. He argued that propaganda as a tool could be used as a
social force to shape public opinion. In his work he was  attempting to distance his “new propaganda” from the propaganda
associated with Germany in World War  I (Bernays, 1928, pp. 30, 158). However, his attempt failed and in modern usage
propaganda is still largely associated with manipulative communication practices. Bernays (1952) even acknowledged this
by saying that the term had such a pejorative connotation after World War  I that he had to invent a new term “counsel
on public relations” (pp. 79, 95). While Bernays (1928) was not trying to write a history of the term propaganda, his work
created a popular misconception within PR history that early public relations was  called propaganda. This has created both
a historical and ethical problem for public relations. For instance, Bivins (2013) notes this attempt to use professionalized
public relations practice as well as introduce propaganda as a legitimate tool for PR practice created an ethical non sequitur.
The result of this work by Bernays (1928) is that the current study of public relations frequently mentions propaganda as
being the unethical genesis of PR practice. In response the field of public relations, both professionally and academically,
struggles with coming to terms with a history rooted in Bernays’s professional association with propaganda.

Bernays (1965) proudly self-identified as a “propagandist” to describe his pre-World War  I public relations practice
(p. 285). Despite Bernays’s failure to introduce propaganda as a neutral term into the popular lexicon, his history of the
term did take root in public relations historiography. Cutlip and Center (1958) acknowledged propaganda’s role in public
relations, but never embraced the term to the extinct Bernays did. Cutlip and Center (1958) included propaganda’s history
in their well-known textbook Effective Public Relations, stating that early use of the term referred to religious promotion in
the Catholic Church. Cutlip (1995) also acknowledged the use of propaganda in his book Public Relations History citing the
communications used in the early American colonial period as a form of propaganda.

Other PR scholars note that Bernays’s depiction of early public relations history is largely self-serving. Karla Gower (2008)
argues that Bernays’s goal was to make himself the founder of modern public relations. To accomplish this, she argues Bernays
wrote many works denigrating early PR practice so he could elevate himself to prominence within PR history. Thomas Bivins
(2013) points out that Bernays (1952) continued to use propagandist tactics in his own campaigns, despite his identification
as a professional and ethical “counsel on public relations” (p. 78). Lamme  and Russell (2010) also state in their study of public
relations history that the narratives created by Bernays are still prevalent in the field. Because of the inaccuracy of these
early PR histories, Lamme  and Russell (2010) argue that “simply put, no area of public relations history has been adequately
researched” (p. 356). This criticism of public relations history has been reiterated by many PR scholars who argue early
PR history is largely inaccurate, ignores the contributions of non-corporate movements, and minimizes the role of women
and minorities (Coombs & Holladay, 2012; Lamme  & Russell, 2010). However, despite this criticism within academic PR, the
dominance of Bernays’s history is maintained in undergraduate public relations textbooks. Meanwhile European PR scholars
such as Watson (2014), Bentele, Grazyna-Maria, & Chen, 1996, Bentele, Piwingerd, & Schöbon (2001), Bentele (2010), and
L’Etang (2004) have produced PR histories that argue public relations developed in European countries in a different way
than the American development described by Bernays. While these histories vary in their analysis, these studies show how
government and grassroots efforts created a distinct public relations practice in European nations.
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